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The last few months have been mostly positive in terms of game
development and we're really excited about what the coming months
will bring. We've also been developing and publicising our new digital

distribution platform, which can be found at
https://www.svengaming.com/ and will be released a little later this
year. We're still in the early stages but we're going to do a lot in the

coming months. We're really looking forward to hearing your feedback
and suggestions for future development! So, I know that you've been

eagerly waiting for the release of Sven Co-op, and we are actively
working on it! But we are also going to release a small DLC for the map

pretty soon so that you can play it before the full release. We're still
waiting for a Steam update but it isn't something that's going to take

much time. We'll make sure to let you know as soon as we know when
it's released! The old project that I'd mentioned was a story that I'd
started creating a map for a video game long ago. However, when I

decided to use that as the base of a map for Sven Co-op, I realized that
there was much more to it than I had originally imagined. The idea was

of three factions at war, with a dystopian future where a corrupt
military forces the use of voxel technology to brainwash and control

the masses into a mechanized society. In other news, off course, we've
been hard at work creating a new in-game educational system. It will
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replace one of the existing learning tutorials with "Sven Ureko's Guide
to Sven Co-op" that will teach you how to get the most out of your

Sven, and even get stronger. The aim of the guide is to teach Sven new
tricks and/or ways to level-up, and also aims to convince you into trying

out all of the new features and balancing!
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opposing force release date september 10, 2000 (won, with half-life)
november 22, 2003 (steam) [5] genre first-person shooter mode single-

player / multi-player rating esrb : m (mature) distribution steam
specifications platform windows input keyboard and mouse engine

goldsrc production information developer valve corporation and
gearbox software designer stephen bahl (most weapon models) [2]

series information half-life previous game next game n/a n/a the
opposing force, also commonly abbreviated to several other forms,

including the hi-def pack, or simply hd pack) is a content pack
consisting of new and upgraded material, but mostly models, for

games in the half-life series. it was created by gearbox software and
originally included with the pc release of half-life: blue shift . it includes
content for the original half-life , opposing force , and blue shift, as well

as content for team fortress classic created by valve software.
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